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Abstract

This whitepaper presents an equitable and permissionless ecosystem,
secured by the TIDEFI Token. The Tidechain network is a trustless, de-
centralized protocol created to form the foundation of a financial services
ecosystem. The TIDEFI Token fuels and secures both the Tidechain net-
work, a substrate-based blockchain as well as being the underlying utility
token of the TIDEFI Decentralized Exchange. Tidechain validators store
a real-time permissionless order book for users to post their swaps. A de-
centralized pricing oracle finds the best match for each trade. The TIDEFI
App provides an intuitive experience for trading and staking, as well as
hardened security vaults for private keys. Users retain control of their
tokens that have been bridged from other blockchains via the Tidechain
Quorum. Users also control the future development of Tidechain itself,
through token-based governance using the chain’s native TIDEFI Token.
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1 Decentralized Finance Today

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is a modern answer to an old problem. Whereas
throughout history, bankers and governments have provided fiat currencies as
mediums of exchange and centralized the attribution of relative value via the
principles of supply and demand underpinned by monetary policy, the DeFi
economy addresses the inherent problems of wealth distribution by enabling
individuals to participate in markets they previously did not have access to
and do so at a speed and flexibility hitherto unknown in the fiat world. DeFi
seeks to empower the individual with the ability to access new markets and
reimagine traditional thinking on what can be an investable asset. However,
DeFi today often falls short of the promise of a more equitable and transparent
financial system. Prohibitive transfer fees limit trading and opportunity to
only a few individuals while the majority of traders are still left out. Where
this is not the case, cheap fees come at the expense of decentralization and
security. DeFi is only slowly branching out of the pure application to crypto-
assets, lacking utility for most retail investors resulting in lagging adoption.
This is accentuated by the need for high technical and financial literacy to
assess and utilize different protocols broadly, especially so given the history of
security-breaches and vulnerabilities in the crypto economy.

To change this, TIDEFI is built with a security-first mindset, leveraging
and building cutting-edge languages and software libraries while making sure
that these security features as well as all other functionalities are accessible to
all users independent of their background or technical proficiency. Adding to
this, the TIDEFI Token brings together a decentralized exchange based on a
distributed central1 limit order book and institutional Market Makers within
a substrate-based permissionless Blockchain. This allows TIDEFI to compete
with the spreads, low fees and security of traditional centralized exchanges while
maintaining the public, permissionless values of DeFi, all built on the foundation
of strong security primitives. Based on a permissionless, decentralized ecosystem
governed by a non-profit foundation, TIDEFI walks the talk when building
financial infrastructure that is meant to be owned by its users. Too often, retail
traders stand no real chance against insiders and institutions, being the end
of the line after excessive allocations to pre-sale, venture capitalists and the
like. The TIDEFI Token however is accessible to all, distributed in the form
of trading rebates, competitions, onboarding rewards and many more. This
ensures no large investors will have the advantage to acquire tokens at a pre-
market rate and have an unfair advantage compared to other users. Simply
put, the vision of the TIDEFI DEX and Token is to be a community-owned
and governed financial infrastructure that supports the financial empowerment
of its members through the principles of responsibility, transparency and bold
innovations.

1Central here is referring to price, not network topology.
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2 Two sides of the same Coin: Chain and DEX

Today, most new DEX tokens are launched on top of one or several existing
layer-1 protocols, making them subject to the governance decisions of the un-
derlying protocol what may potentially introduce divergent incentives that are
not in line with the objectives of financial transactions and infrastructure more
broadly. TIDEFI follows a different approach: Instead of two separate tokens,
TIDEFI is used both as a layer-1 Token as well as being the defining cur-
rency for the TIDEFI exchange. This way, users get the opportunity to not
only participate in the growth of the Tidechain ecosystem but utilize the same
token to participate in the revenue of the TIDEFI DEX. Governance in the
TIDEFI ecosystem combines governance decisions on the native Tidechain with
the TIDEFI DEX.

3 The Tidechain Network

The Tidechain Network comprises five distinct components: Tidechain is a
stand-alone layer-1 Blockchain, that effectively acts as a layer-2 Blockchain to
all underlying assets being traded within the TIDEFI ecosystem apart from the
TIDEFI token itself. It is complemented with the Quorum, acting as a bridge
between Tidechain and the underlying assets, the Oracle as a matching layer for
price discovery and finally Stronghold, a secure software database and runtime
implementation with the sole purpose of isolating digital secrets such as private
keys. It is all brought together by the Tauri Framework. The following sections
outline the key features and functionalities of these components in detail. As
a highly technical solution that aims for total decentralization as the platform
evolves, TIDEFI is composed of several interconnected systems, components,
programming languages, and frameworks:

• Tidechain: The Tidechain is a distributed Substrate-based system, writ-
ten in RUST, that writes value transactions to the chain.

• Quorum: The Quorum enables users to add and remove digital currencies
from their third-party wallets. It is written in stable Rust.

• Oracle: The ORACLE is an Erlang-based system that maintains and
delivers the current state of orders, books, markets, and pools. It records
and relays INTENT as a hyperfast pre-verifier and is written in Elixir,
Phoenix and Rust and leverages Stronghold to hold and derive signer
keys.

• Stronghold: Written in stable Rust, Stronghold isolates secrets and the
activity of “privileged” procedures from other programs.

• Tauri: The TIDEFI App is based on Tauri, a generic and highly com-
posable toolkit using a combination of Rust tools and optimized for low
resource consumption and high security.
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3.1 Tidechain

Tidechain is the backbone of the TIDEFI ecosystem. Tidechain is a substrate-
based, custom-built Blockchain that combines high scalability with low costs
and latency. The substrate-base of the Blockchain was hardened and improved
by adding a decentralized Quorum, Oracle and secrets-management protocol.
This enables users to swap wrapped tokens directly on the Blockchain without
requiring interaction with additional external entities. Tidechain is purpose-
built to enable swapping between tokens from different blockchains, without
a central intermediary. This means that users retain total control over their
tokens, while retaining the flexibility to exchange, stake, or utilize their tokens
for other means such as on-chain governance. This is accomplished through
a public on-chain registry of “swap intentions”, that allows users to broadcast
their desired trade to the world. When matches are found between a pair of
swaps, the chain itself confirms the exchange according to the wishes of the
users on either side of the trade. Users also control the future development
of Tidechain itself, through token-based governance using the chain’s native
TIDEFI token.

3.1.1 Substrate

Tidechain is built on Substrate, a blockchain SDK (software development kit)
that is built and maintained by the Web3 Foundation.2 As open-source tech-
nology, Substrate offers not only a technology that is geared towards interoper-
ability and performance but also enables easy chain-updates without requiring
a hard forks. Furthermore substrate is home to a large community of talent
and a thriving ecosystem that TIDEFI and Tidechain intend to contribute to.
The seamless interoperability with other Substrate based systems will enable
Tidechain and the TIDEFI DEX to provide a valuable and performant exchange
infrastructure to benefit the wider ecosystem.

3.1.2 Tidechain Runtime Specification

The runtime parameters of Tidechain define the core state transition logic of
the chain. It can be updated by a council vote (see below in the governance
section) without requiring a hard fork in the future. At genesis, the parameters
of the Tidechain runtime are specified as follows:

Table 1: Runtime Specification
Time Slots

Slot 6 seconds 1
Epoch 6 hours 2400
Session 6 hours 2400
Era 6 hours 14400

2https://web3.foundation/
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3.1.3 Participation

Tidechain is a permissionless nominated Proof of Stake (nPOS) Blockchain that
can be joined and monitored in a variety of functions, either as a Nominator,
Full-Node or Validator Node. Anyone can set up and run a full node in the
Tidechain network at any time, verifying the validity of all transactions on
the Tidechain ledger. However, full nodes do not have authority and therefore
do not participate in the consensus of the network or the creation of blocks
and subsequently are not entitled to block rewards. If a full node is nominated
and successfully elected to become a validator, it is equipped with authority and
participates in the consensus of the network. Nominating, voting and validating
are all entirely permissionless processes. In order to be elected as a validator,
nodes must unite sufficient stake by either staking TIDEFI Tokens themselves
or convincing users to bond their TIDEFI tokens to their node. Users in the
TIDEFI ecosystem can participate in earning block rewards by bonding their
tokens to potential or existing validators, acting as so-called nominators.

3.1.4 Governance

The governance council is an on-chain entity that consists of several on-chain
accounts. The Council can act as a representative for ”passive” (non-voting)
stakeholders. Council members have two main tasks: proposing referenda for
the overall stakeholder group to vote on and cancelling malicious referenda.

Voting in the TIDEFI ecosystem is based on the sequential Phragmén method,
a multi-winner election method developed by Edvard Phragmén in 1894. Phrag-
men´s algorithm can be described as a very robust, yet computationally complex
method of voting (see Janson, 2016). This method is used in the Tidechain net-
work to elect both members of the governance council as well as elect validators.
Phragmén´s method is used in the nominated Proof-of-Stake system to choose
validators from a set of full-nodes based on the sum of tokens they stake them-
selves or that are nominated to them. Furthermore, the algorithm is used to
reallocate the weight placed on each validator following a new round of elections.
Since the amount of tokens staked to a given validator has little influence on
the payout of validator rewards on Tidechain, it is important to distribute the
stake behind validators. The sequential Phragmèn method on Tidechain aims
to optimize the total amount of TIDEFI staked while maximizing the stake
behind each validator and minimizing the variance in stakes across validators3.
When users vote for council members, they will be able to select up to 13 dif-
ferent candidates and up to twenty runner-ups and then place a reserved bond
as the weight of their vote. Runner-ups replace validator nodes that were found
to behave maliciously and therefore are removed from the pool. Each election
follows a two-step process to first elect validators and then equalize weights as
discussed above. As this is a computationally complex process, the algorithm
will run off-chain and only put forward the result of the process as an on-chain
transaction to be voted on.

3Please see https://guide.kusama.network/docs for further information.
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3.1.5 Finality and Consensus

Reaching final consensus on Tidechain, as in all other substrate-based networks,
is based on two components: The BABE (Blind Assignment for Blockchain
Extension) and GRANDPA (GHOST-based Recursive Ancestor Deriving Pre-
fix Agreement) protocols. Substrate uses a hybrid consensus model, separat-
ing the finality gadget (GRANDPA) from the block production mechanism
(BABE). Please see the original papers on both BABE (Kılınç Alper, 2019)
and GRANDPA (Stewart and Kokoris-Kogia, 2020) as well as the most recent
research from the Web 3 Foundation for a more extensive discussion of these
protocols as well as the extensive description and reasoning for the design deci-
sion underpinning Polkadot (Wood et. al. 2020). We replicate a quick summary
here for completeness:

• BABE in brief can be described in the following way: all block producers
have verifiable random function (VRF) keys which they register with the
locked stake. The VRFs are then used to produce secret randomness that
in turn determines the time at which they produce blocks. To prevent
block producers from being able to bias the system in their favor, the
VRF inputs have to include public randomness that is only introduced af-
ter the VRF key has been created. To achieve this, fresh public on-chain
randomness is created by hashing together all the VRF outputs revealed
in block creation during the epoch. This allows the protocol to switch be-
tween private but verifiable randomness and collaborative public random-
ness. BABE is similar to Ouroboros Praos and differs mainly regarding
the “best chain selection mechanism” and “slot synchronization assump-
tions”. As BABE´S chain selection mechanism is based on GRANDPA
and longest chain as well as block producers not having access to a central
authority to count slots (Kılınç Alper-BABE, 2019).

• GRANDPA is a finality gadget, a protocol that can be used to provide
provable finality for a blockchain. On Tidechain, it works in addition
to BABE as the block production mechanism and a chain selection rule,
that on their own would only provide eventual consensus. The design of
GRANDPA aims at separating these two protocols as cleanly as possi-
ble and obtaining formal guarantees for the finality gadget. GRANDPA
attempts to finalize the prefix of the chain that 2/3 of voters agree on,
whether that is one or thousands blocks. A finality gadget allows for
transactions to always optimistically commit but informs the clients that
these transactions might be unsafe. As a result, a blockchain can execute
transactions optimistically and only commit them after they have been
sufficiently and provably audited (Stewart & Kokoris-Kogia, 2020).
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3.2 Quorum

The Quorum is a bridge between Tidechain and other blockchains. The Quo-
rum is decentralized through multi-sig (multisignature) addresses and smart
contracts: no one Quorum member can unilaterally censor or alter a deposit or
withdrawal. Thus, the Tidechain Quorum provides self-sovereignty to anyone
depositing and withdrawing from the Tidechain ecosystem. The use of multi-
sig in the Quorum also keeps wrapped funds more secure, as hacking a single
member server would not be sufficient to cause a loss of funds. The TIDEFI
Quorum is unique in its Stronghold-based security model, which ensures that
private keys can never be hacked or leaked from Quorum servers. It is written
in pure type-safe Rust with relatively few dependencies, decreasing the overall
attack surface.

3.2.1 The Aqueduct Protocol and the Quorum

The Aqueduct Protocol is a middleware between Tidechain and external blockchains
such as Bitcoin and Ethereum and can be considered a distinct element of the
Quorum. It ensures that deposits and withdrawals to and from Tidechain are
transparent, auditable, and “provable”: as long as you control your Tidechain
private key, you can permanently prove ownership of the deposit transactions
that bring assets into the TIDEFI ecosystem. Also, all deposits and with-
drawals are processed in a decentralized way through the use of multisig ad-
dresses, scripts, and smart contracts. This is accomplished by leveraging the
immutability of every blockchain connected to Tidechain:

• Bitcoin: The Bitcoin blockchain natively supports multisig addresses
through Bitcoin Script. To deposit Bitcoin onto Tidechain, the TIDEFI
app generates a Bitcoin multisig Script that includes the user’s TIDEFI ac-
count id, as well as the Bitcoin public keys of all quorum members (which
are publically available in Tidechain storage). The Script is constructed
as follows (for an example 2 out of 3 multisig): 2 KeyA KeyB KeyC 3

OP CHECKMULTISIG OP PUSHBYTES 32 AccountId OP DROP. The Script is
then hashed to form a p2wsh bitcoin address. This address can receive
as many deposits as the user wishes. Because their TIDEFI account ID
is hashed into the address, the user can independently verify and prove
ownership over any UTXO sent to the address.

• Ethereum: ETH and ERC20 token deposits are handled through smart
contracts, as the Ethereum blockchain does not natively support multisig.
The main point of entry from ETH onto Tidechain is the Router contract.
This smart contract accepts ETH or ERC20 payments, as well as the
TIDEFI account id of the user. These events are stored permanently in
the contract logs,, so the account ID attached to ETH and ERC20 deposits
are auditable and verifiable. The Router is owned by a Gnosis Safe multisig
smart contract, which is in turn owned by the quorum members.
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The Quorum operates as an M-of-N cluster of servers, where all actions taken
on any connected blockchain are mediated through multisignature accounts.
Every Quorum member holds a ”key shard” of these multisignature accounts,
and a threshold of Quorum members must sign each transaction in order to move
any funds. Assets from other blockchains are ”wrapped” onto Tidechain via the
Quorum. The assets available for trading on Tidechain are a 1-to-1 mirror of
the assets wrapped inside Quorum multisignature accounts. One server in the
Quorum cluster is designated the ”leader”, responsible for collecting signatures
from the other nodes and finalizing transactions on other blockchains. However,
the leader does not have any added authority and is an equal member of all
multisignature operations.

3.2.2 Depositing Funds

When a user deposits funds, all Quorum members record this transaction on the
external chain. Once it has been finalized on the external chain, one member
posts a mint proposal call to Tidechain. A threshold of other members must
agree to this proposal (after checking the on-chain transaction), and the user’s
wrapped balance is incremented on Tidechain.

3.2.3 Withdrawing Funds

When a user withdraws funds, first they post a ´Withdrawal Request´ to
Tidechain. One Quorum member posts a burn proposal call to Tidechain. A
threshold of other members must agree to this proposal (after checking it really
was requested by the user), and the user’s wrapped balance is decremented on
Tidechain. After the call is complete, the Quorum leader initiates a multisigna-
ture transaction on the external chain. All other members sign the transaction
(after checking the parameters of the withdrawal request from Tidechain) and
return their signatures to the leader. Finally, the leader posts the transaction
to the external chain, and the user’s coins are sent to them.

3.2.4 Other Actions

The Quorum is also critical in claiming ownership over the Router contract.
For smart-contract based chains like ETH, the Router contract must be claimed
before any deposits can be made. This only happens at the genesis of Tidechain
and when the Quorum members are rotated. Additionally, it is the functional
component needed to add assets to the Router.
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3.3 Oracle

The TIDEFI Oracle is a matching engine made for the TIDEFI exchange. The
oracle works as a middleware and storage system for engaging trades between
market makers and retail users. When a trade is posted, the oracle posts a swap
to Tidechain and matches the order in the internal matching engine. Once the
order is matched, the oracle drafts up a confirmation message to send along to
Tidechain which facilitates the swap between the two users. It provides real-time
information to clients in a way that simply isn’t possible with a blockchain. Sim-
ilar to how Tidechain’s GRANDPA algorithm optimistically presumes eventual
finality, the Oracle validates properly formed intent to trade by finding maker
orders that match with the taker’s request. Then it relays this request to the
Tidechain and notifies market makers in real time. The Oracle is a decentralized
order book with centralized speed. This is achieved by way of a traditional FiFo
order book and matching engine mixed with some layer 2 chain solutions. By
abstracting the matching engine logic from the chain itself, the speed of trading
can be similar to other centralized solutions without actually being centralized.
The Oracle consists of a matching engine that contains multiple distributed or-
der books as well as a layer two system. It also features a REST API and a
websocket API with an internal message bus that routes information between
the different systems. The Oracle serves the following functions within the
TIDEFI ecosystem:

• Matching Engine and orderbook.

• Stores and shows global public information.

• Provides real time information.

• Posts swaps and confirmations to substrate.

• Talks and listens to swaps.

• Authenticates MMs vs retail users.

The Oracle consists of a cache system, order book and matching engine,
the aforementioned API and websockets and an Elixir wrapper for Tidechain.
The Faucet key controls the faucet and is associated with a certain amount of
TIDEFI. The Signer key gives the oracle the permissions it needs to match two
swaps that are then confirmed on Tidechain. The Oracle is built for scalability
and its main selling point is the speed of the Oracle compared to similar DeFi
ecosystems. In the long term it will be developed into a fully decentralized
P2P network for the Oracle that will work hand in hand with Tidechain nodes.
Where traditional DEXes employ either robust, yet overly simple or sophisti-
cated but fragile methods in order to be price aware, this function is done by real
market makers on Tidefi, therefore the Oracle does not rely on price discovery
on other chains.
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3.4 Stronghold

Stronghold is a secure software database and runtime implementation with the
sole purpose of isolating digital secrets from exposure to hackers in the de-
vice, supply chain attacks, accidental leaks, and spear phishing. Stronghold
follows the design pattern of secure-element-based computational systems such
as Ledger and Coldcard, whilst enabling multiple trusted devices to commu-
nicate with each other for MFA, sync, and secure MPC as known as remote
procedure call with user presence validation. Instead of passing around secrets
between functions and other programmes, Stronghold treats the operating sys-
tem as insecure. It stores secrets in a double-encrypted vault, and when called
upon, it is instructed to perform a procedure with this secret, which it then
decrypts briefly in memory, uses, clears the secret from memory, and returns
the results of the procedure. In this way a Stronghold is incapable of disclosing
the original secret and thus inhibits not only so-called “gadget attacks”, but
also environment variable hijacking, copy-buffer sniffing, accidental commits to
source code, and actively defends against live memory forensics.

Stronghold uses encrypted snapshots that can be easily backed up and se-
curely shared between devices. Stronghold makes use of at-rest and in-memory
encryption to guard sensitive data from potential breaches. It also contains its
own firewalled P2P interface, which allows clients to request remote procedures
from one another and even sync with each other. Stronghold is written in stable
Rust, has undergone multiple security audits, and has four primary components:

• Audited and appropriate cryptographic primitives backed by advanced
memory protection.

• Low-level, modular libraries for building a secure black box of versioned
data with a file-backed snapshot-oriented persistence layer that enables
users to securely share their data between devices.

• High-level libraries that integrate Tidechain with the low-level libraries,
exposing them in an intuitive way which enables them to be used as the
basis for FFI bindings to other programming languages like C, Python,
and nodejs.

• An actor-model interface for security-focused applications that use Rust.

Stronghold is one of the core innovations that set Tidechain apart from existing
solutions, and three members of the TIDEFI team were involved in its original
design, creation, implementation, and integration from 2020 to 2021. Today, the
library is maintained by the IOTA Foundation where it is in active development.
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With such a background, it is an obvious choice for Stronghold to be em-
ployed across all the major components of the TIDEFI network:

• Tidechain: Signing transactions on the ledger on behalf of users.

• Quorum: All cryptographic keys that the Quorum uses are stored in node
Strongholds.

• Oracle: The Stronghold system is used to hold and derive the signer and
faucet keys. The Faucet key controls the faucet and is associated with
a certain amount of Tidefi Tokens. The Signer key gives the oracle the
permissions it needs to swap and confirm swaps on Tidechain.

• Tidefi App: Each user holds one or several Stronghold snapshots to man-
age their private keys and communicate with the chain. Since Stronghold
also has a read-write key-value store, application data (which is private
yet not secret) is also held in the Stronghold and updated as the user
interacts with the system.

3.5 Tauri

Tauri is a toolkit that helps developers make applications for the major desk-
top platforms - using virtually any frontend framework in existence. It was
developed by several core team members of TIDEFI among many other open-
source contributors. The core is built with Rust, and the CLI leverages Node.js
making Tauri a genuinely polyglot approach to creating and maintaining great
apps. In today’s world, every honest threat model should assumes that the
user’s device has already been compromised. This puts app developers such as
TIDEFI in a complicated situation because if the device is already at risk, how
can the software be trusted? Tauri is enabling a ”defense in depth approach”
effectively minimizing the surface area the TIDEFI App presents to attackers.
Slowing down attackers by making static attacks crushingly difficult and isolat-
ing systems from one another are critical elements to improve the security of
the TIDEFI App in comparison to the current industry standards.
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3.6 Tokenomics

3.6.1 Initial Supply and Distribution

Too often, the initial distribution of network tokens defies the principles of com-
monly owned and operated financial infrastructure. Massive pre-sales, an influx
of large sums from VCs and only offering small portions of the total supply upon
launch are just some of the tactics commonly employed to protect the influence
of the few, excluding the many. The initial allocation of TIDEFI is optimized
for a broad, fair and transparent distribution of funds. The total supply of
TIDEFI Tokens is unbound, with new tokens being minted each block. How-
ever, block rewards will be subject to community governance and optimized for
a stable development of the value in the TIDEFI. The distribution of TIDEFI
Tokens follows one simple principle: Broad distribution to incentivize participa-
tion and development of both Tidechain and the TIDEFI DEX based on a fair
allocation of funds. In the genesis transaction of the public Tidechain, a total
of 1,000,000,000 (one billion) TIDEFI Tokens will be minted and allocated to
the following funds and purposes:

Table 2: Initial Distribution
Item Allocation
Sunrise TIDEpool 32%
Community Treasury 40%
Tidefi Development Pool 8%
Liquidity Provision 10%
Core Team 10 %
Total 100%

The TIDEFI Sunrise Pool is dedicated to the three main purposes com-
munity building, preallocating TIDEFI to all wallets and finally for an enhanced
rebate mechanism. The Community Treasury is the most important alloca-
tion of TIDEFI Tokens. 40% of all tokens being minted will be added to the
Tidechain Treasury and can be used in the future to improve the technology,
subject to community governance. The TIDEFI Development Fund is a
reserve of TIDEFI tokens to fund the long term development of the TIDEFI
exchange. The Liqudity Provision Tokens will be set aside to ensure ade-
quate liquidity of the protocol at all given times. Should this not be necessary,
all remaining funds will be reallocated to the community treasury. The Core
Team of TIDEFI will receive a modest allocation of TIDEFI, not exceeding
every tenth token. TIDEFI tokens allocated to the core team will have a 3 year
vesting schedule. At the launch of the official Tidechain mainnet, 5% of the
tokens will be released to team members and six months later a further 5% will
be released. The remaining 90% will be distributed over 3 years. 30% will be
unlocked at the end of year 1,2 and 3 respectively after the mainnet launch.
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3.6.2 Monetary Policy and Dynamics

TIDEFI is an inflationary cryptocurrency. The basic mechanics of Tidechain
mirror the setup of Polkadot and Kusama with slightly varied parameters and
replicates the dynamics described by Cevallos and Gehrlein4. Subsequently
the discussion of inflation follows the official respective documentation of these
projects. With each block, validators on Tidechain need to be rewarded for their
participation and be reimbursed for the costs incurred by running a validator
node. At the same time, all holders of TIDEFI tokens need to be incentivised
to stake a portion of their tokens. Both are achieved by minting new TIDEFI
tokens with each block, i.e. implementing an inflationary monetary policy. The
inflation rate is therefore of critical importance in keeping Tidechain safe. All
other measures touching on the economics of Tidechain are discussed in sub-
sequent sections of this paper. As we discussed above, inflation needs to ade-
quately reimburse validators for their costs while also ensuring that an adequate
amount of TIDEFI tokens is staked at all times to keep the network secure by
making it impossible for malicious actors to unite enough stake to perform an
attack on the network. By definition, inflation leads to a decreasing relative
value of TIDEFI tokens. This mechanism is countered by staking or bonding
TIDEFI tokens and thereby receiving additional TIDEFI tokens that offset the
value that has been lost to inflation.

We define x as the staking rate of Tidechain, the amount of Tokens staked
by validators and nominators as a percentage of the total supply of TIDEFI
Tokens.

We define φideal as the ideal amount of TIDEFI staked at all times as 0.75 of
the total circulating supply of TIDEFI tokens. This is to ensure enough tokens
are staked while maintaining adequate liquidity for TIDEFI in the market.

We refer to the corresponding inflation rate as Ιideal . The intentions set out
above place two conditions on Ιideal: Firstly, Ιideal has to be greater than the
total cost of validating the network over any given period. While the cost for
running a validator is dependent on many factors and therefore differs signifi-
cantly between validators, we must choose this threshold generously. However,
the pure cost of running validators is negligible compared to the total value of
TIDEFI tokens.

Therefore, let´s first analyze the second condition above: We define ιt as
the inflation rate of TIDEFI at time (t) and the rate of TIDEFI staked defined
as the total amount of tokens staked divided by the total circulating supply of
TIDEFI, φt. As we recollect from above, we defined φideal as 0.67. Inflation
therefore needs to be greater than I(ideal) until this threshold is met and lower
beyond it. In general, I is a monotonically decreasing function of φ.

Let i=i (φ) be the yearly interest rate in NPoS; i.e., the total yearly amount
of tokens minted to pay all validators and nominators for their participation,
divided by the total amount of tokens staked by them. We consider it as a
function of φ. Intuitively, i (φ) corresponds to the incentive we give people to
stake. For the sake of this analysis, we focus on annual values, rather than

4https://research.web3.foundation/en/latest/polkadot/overview/2-token-economics.html
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defining them per block or epoch. Simple division yields such values based on
the blocks per epoch and epochs per year. Furthermore, all values are averaged
over time and validators.

Let iideal := i(Φideal) be the interest rate we pay in the ideal scenario where
φ= φideal. We choose i ideal = 0.1, i.e. an ideal yearly interest rate of 10%. Let
I be the yearly inflation rate; i.e.

I =
token supply at end of year - token supply at beginning of year

token supply at beginning of year
(1)

The inflation rate is then given by

I = INPoS + ITreasury − ISlashing − Itransactionfees (2)

where ΙNPoS is the inflation caused by token minting to pay nominators and
validators, ΙTreasury is the inflation caused by minting for treasury, ΙSlashing is
the deflation caused by burning following a misconduct, and Ιtransaction fees is
the deflation caused by burning transaction fees.

The rewards perceived by block producers from transaction fees (and tips) do
not come from minting, but from tx senders. Similarly, the rewards perceived by
reporters and fishermen for detecting a misconduct do not come from minting
but from the slashed party. This is why these terms do not appear in the
formula above. ΙNPoS will be by far be the most important element under
normal conditions and can therefore be considered the main driver of inflation
on Tidechain. As all transaction fees and slashed funds are channeled to the
TIDEFI community treasury, the equation above is simplified to Ι= ΙNPoS +
ΙTreasury

If we consider ΙNPoS as a function of the staking rate φ, then the relation
between i(x) and ΙNPoS is given by ΙNPoS (φ) = x i (x).

From our previous analysis, we can see that ΙNPoS (Φideal) = φideal * i ideal.
Since we want to steer the market toward a staking rate of φ= φ(ideal) it makes
sense that the inflation rate should be maximal at this value. Let Ι(0) be the
limit of ΙNPoS (φ) as φgoes to 0. The value of Ι(0) should be close to but larger
than 0 in order to cover the operational cost of running validators that we
discussed above.

Hence, Ι(0) represents an estimate of the operational costs of all validators,
expressed as a fraction of the total token supply. We must ensure that ΙNPoS >
Ι(0) at all times. For simplicity, we propose that the inflation function grows
linearly between φ=0 and φ=φ(ideal) and on the other hand propose for it to
decrease exponentially between φ=φ(ideal) and φ=1.

It is important to let the value decrease exponentially as it implies and
exponential decrease in ι(φ) and we want to drop i sharply beyond φ(ideal) to
keep the market for TIDEFI liquid, while still being able to control its rate of
change ι(φ+ ε) / ι(φ), when φincreases by a small amount e. Bounding how fast
the interest rate changes is important for the nominators and validators.
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Define the decay rate so that the inflation rate decreases by at most 50
percent when φshifts δ, units to the right of φ=φ(ideal): i.e. ΙNPoS(Φideal + d
≥ ΙNPoS/2). We choose d=0.5.

From the previous discussion, we propose the following interest rate and
inflation rate functions, which depend on the parameters φ(ideal), ι(ideal) and
Ι(0) and d.

INPoS(x) =

{
I0 + (INPoS(ϕideal)− I0)

x
χideal

) for 0 < x ≤ 1

INPoS(ϕideal)− I0 × 2ϕideal−x)/d, for ϕideal < x ≤ 1
(3)

i(x) = INPoS
(x)

x
(4)

It can be checked that INPoS ≥ I0 for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 with equality for x=0,
i(φideal)=iideal, INPoS(x) is maximal at x=φideal where it achieves a value of φideal
* iideal and i(x) is monotone decreasing.5

3.7 Ideal Inflation

In order to reach the optimal staking rate of TIDEFI Tokens at least 50% ,
rather 67%, of the circulating supply at any given point should be staked and
if the amount of tokens staked goes below the ideal rate, then staking rewards
for nominators go up. On the contrary, if it goes above, staking rewards drop.
This is a result of the change in the percentage of staking rewards that go to
the Treasury. This is based on an inflation rate of 10% p.a. This mechanism
will ensure that enough TIDEFI Tokens are staked to validators at all times
to keep the network safe while maintaining adequate liquidity in markets at
all times. Staking is based on a distributed network of nominators (TIDEFI
Token stakers) who bond their tokens to nodes of their choosing and thereby
participate in the validation of transactions, paying out a fraction of the block
rewards paid out to their validator of choice.

3.7.1 Minting Tokens

With each new block, new TIDEFI Tokens are being minted to compensate
validators and encourage the staking of funds by shielding them from inflation.
The amount of new tokens minted is dependent on the amount of currently
staked tokens, number of validators and price of the TIDEFI Token. Newly
minted tokens will either be paid out immediately to validators or will become
part of the community treasury. The percentage of allocation between these two
options is determined by the current staking rate. Should the amount of staked
tokens exceed 50% significantly, a higher proportion of funds will be sent to the
treasury, and subject to be burned based on council vote.

5https://research.web3.foundation/en/latest/polkadot/overview/2-token-economics.html
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3.7.2 Burning Tokens

Each era, tokens will be burned to stabilize the envisioned inflation rate of
TIDEFI tokens. The total amount of tokens burned will be subject to council
vote within predefined parameters as well as sanctioning mechanism for misbe-
having validators. In total the following funds are eligible to be burned or sent
directly to a burn address: Slashed funds from misbehaving nodes will be sent
directly to the burn address. A proportion of exchange fees from the TIDEFI
DEX will be burned each month to pay an indirect dividend to all members of
the ecosystem.

3.7.3 Community Treasury

The TIDEFI community treasury is a critical piece of the TIDEFI ecosystem.
Being generously equipped with 40% of all tokens that were minted in the genesis
transaction, the community treasury is the fertile ground in which the TIDEFI
community can take root. The community treasury is fully controlled by the
council via referendum and subject to community governance. Any member of
the Tidechain ecosystem can propose an action that is to be funded from the
community treasury with payouts being contingent on community verification
of such actions. The tokens in the treasury legally are owned by the Tide-Labs
Foundation, a Swiss non-profit organization. The Foundation will ensure that
funds from the treasury are being allocated in line with the purpose of the
community treasury. Once the community of Tidechain and the council have
matured and grown, all funds from the treasury will completely be subject to
community governance further decentralizing the whole Tidechain ecosystem.
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4 The Tidefi Exchange

The TIDEFI App is a decentralized exchange and the first production-ready
deployment on Tidechain. The TIDEFI App is available for all major platforms
with mobile support for iOS and Android being actively worked on for launch
in 2022. The TIDEFI App combines the aforementioned components.

TIDEFI is more than an exchange. It’s a network. Once inside the TIDEFI
ecosystem, users can send the same asset to each other instantly and with only
negligible fees. The objective is to provide an environment where users of other
protocols can avoid the inherent cost and speed restrictions by sending their
assets to each-other on their respective native chains. Whilst trading and staking
on TIDEFI, users can use the network as a transfer mechanism to send to friends
and family in the same easy to use user interface where security and performance
are key drivers.
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4.1 Making Markets

Two types of market making exist in decentralized exchanges. One using AMMs
where liquidity pools are used of the two assets via an equation to create a trad-
ing price. The other, more traditionally, Institutional Market Makers provide
two way prices algorithmically in a central limit order book. The latter is how
liquidity is provided on a centralized exchange and is the core form of price
discovery, however limitations of the underlying blockchains in terms of speed
and scalability have hampered their effectiveness in DeFi. Tidechain was built
with this in mind - to provide a competitive pricing venue to trade digital as-
sets in a decentralized application. High frequency and low latency application
to finance is the core objective of Tidechain. TIDEFI has benefitted from this
purpose built ecosystem on substrate to combine the Oracle and provide traders
with a price which adapts faster to the market conditions and should provide a
form of best execution in DeFi.

Market Makers are the cornerstone of any traditional, centralized exchange.
By quoting prices at which to both buy and sell a given asset, Market Makers
provide liquidity to market participants and ensure the efficient working of such
markets. One of the key innovations of decentralized exchange was to replace
traditional, human market makers, with automated Market Makers (thereafter:
AMM). An automated market maker in its simplest form will ensure that the
product of the price of a given asset multiplied by the amount of units of this
asset is always equal to a predetermined constant, k.

x ∗ y = k (5)

The beauty of this approach is that it will always quote a price for any
given asset at all times. However, it introduces a number of unwanted effects
based on the fact that all orders in a public Blockchain can be viewed and
analyzed by anyone, even before they execute. This gives rise to arbitrage
opportunities that skew markets in decentralized finance towards more powerful
actors, falling short of the vision of creating an equal playing field for everyone
in DeFi. Strategies to act on such arbitrage opportunities include Bot-trading to
automatically scan and skim the market, Maximal Extractable Value (formerly
known as Miner Extracted Value and hereafter referred to as MEV). Whereas
Bots can in principle be used by anyone to increase trading speed by means
of automation, MEV is applicable only to validators or block-producers on a
given Blockchain network. Both strategies are however employed to front-run
retail investors and skimming arbitrage opportunities for profit. Both strategies
even lead to bigger ramifications if combined with bespoke trading strategies
that not only leverage arbitrage within a system but also aim to realize profit
by exploiting cross-chain arbitrage opportunities. So how do we prevent this
problem in TIDEFI? One of the key innovations of TIDEFI is the combination
of traditional Market Makers with a DEX infrastructure. This allows true price
discovery and speed of execution in a decentralized ecosystem. This was not
possible in the past as the speed and scalability of DEXes made it difficult for
market makers to interact with such systems.
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4.2 Version 1.0 Exchange App Features

The TIDEFI Decentralized Exchange works hand in hand with Tidechain to
empower users and contribute to the democratization of finance.

4.2.1 Wrap

Wrapping and unwrapping describe the transfer from a native chain such as
BTC or ETH onto Tidechain through the Quorum. In order to wrap tokens,
users navigate from the deposit section within the TIDEFI app to a browser-
based Web 3 portal to connect to a variety of wallet options to choose from.
Once logged in with their Web 3 wallet address, users can specify the amount of
Token they wish to wrap onto Tidechain and sign the transaction to send funds
to the router contract running on Ethereum that is controlled by the Gnosis
Safe multisig wallet.

4.2.2 Swap

Swapping is the process of exchanging one digital asset for another. Swapping
on TIDEFI is a decentralized, self-sovereign process in which a user’s intention
to swap cannot be altered or censored. To perform a swap, a user publishes their
desired swap parameters to the Tidechain. This includes the amount they are
giving, the amount they wish to receive, and an allowed slippage percent. These
parameters are signed by the user’s Stronghold identity, and the transaction
incurs a small network fee paid in TIDEFI Tokens. The Oracle is responsible
for matching this swap with another user, and then confirming the exchange of
funds on-chain, acting as source of truth. At no point during this process can
the Oracle alter the parameters on either side of the swap. Tidechain deducts a
25 bps swap fee during this confirmation phase. Because of this 2-step process,
a swap on TIDEFI takes a minimum of 2 blocks to complete (12 seconds). The
following is an example of a swap:

• Alice posts the intention to swap 1 BTC for 10 ETH. At this moment,
1 BTC in Alice’s balance is “reserved”, (cannot be withdrawn until the
swap completes or is canceled). Bob posts the intention to swap 20 ETH
for 2 BTC. (20 ETH is “reserved”). The Oracle matches these swaps, and
publishes the confirmation to the chain.

• Tidechain validates that Alice and Bob have the required reserve balance
for completing the exchange of assets.

• 10 ETH (minues swap fee) is added to Alice’s balance, and 1 BTC is
deducted. Alice’s swap is considered “complete”, so is removed from chain
storage. Alice pays the associated fees in the native currency, in this case
BTC. 1 BTC (minus swap fee) is added to Bob’s balance, and 10 ETH is
deducted. Bob’s swap is not completely filled, so is marked as a “partial”
fill, and stays on-chain. This order can be matched with further swaps in
the future. Bob pays the associated fees in the native currency, in this
case ETH.
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4.2.3 Transfer

Users can send TIDEFI Tokens as well as wrapped tokens directly between
Tidechain accounts in a matter of seconds, requiring only the Tidechain network
fee of 0.1 TIDEFI per transaction without requiring to go through the orderbook
and therefore also not being subject to exchange fees, only network fees. This
empowers users to transfer the wrapped digital assets of their choosing in a
matter of seconds and at a fraction of the cost of comparable solutions without
sacrificing decentralization.

4.2.4 Stake

Users can supply liquidity to markets by locking them inside liquidity pools. At
the moment, Tidefi only offers one liquidity pool per trading pair with plans to
allow competition among multiple pools in the future. In exchange for locking
their funds, users are rewarded with a percentage of trading fees earned on a
given pair of assets proportional to their ownership of the total pool. Longer
lock-up periods result in increasing returns. During lockup, yield will compound
automatically and the user will be able to reclaim their tokens and staking
rewards by the end of the period specified by the user. The user can forcefully
unlock their tokens subject to a 1% tax on the originally staked amount. This
will make funds available to the user after a period of roughly 24 hours (14 400
blocks).

4.2.5 Nominate and Bond

Based on TIDEFI´s mission to enable true decentralization of its financial in-
frastructure, the TIDEFI exchange enables users to nominate validators and
bond their token to them in order to participate directly in the rewards for
keeping the network safe. A tab in the Tidefi App shows users key information
on all active validators, such as their identities, TIDEFI staked on them as well
as their own proportion of the stake of previously earned era points.
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5 Roadmap

The set of protocols described in this paper are merely the first iteration of what
aims to be a highly integrated, secure and interoperable financial exchange and
services infrastructure. This includes the support of more fungible and non-
fungible digital assets and bespoke financial products developed in partnership
with the growing TIDEFI ecosystem. While the current focus is on testing and
hardening the described systems, the next iterations are being prepared already.
Currently, the following improvements are envisioned for individual elements of
the TIDEFI technology stack, with an increasing number being made publicly
available under open source license as they mature.

The main objective in the long term is to develop Tidechain into a parallel
p2p network for the Oracle that is fully distributed that works hand-in-hand
with the Tidechain nodes as well as enabling NFT functionalities in the very
near future. The Quorum will integrate more chains going forward as well as
allowing users to access “native” staking on other chains through the TIDEFI
App and ecosystem. Furthermore, we will soon integrate TIDEFI token bond-
ing/slashing dynamics, so more members can join the Quorum from the commu-
nity and enabling true decentralization of the Quorum protocol(s). We also are
in the process of threshold signature schemes (multi party ECDSA), for the abil-
ity to significant scale up the number of Quorum members without increasing
fees. This is a very active area of research in the wider crypto community that
we are excited to contribute to going forward. The plan for the Oracle is to cre-
ate “micro” oracles. That is to say that each client will have their own matching
engine, each of which talks to the node oracle leaders by way of a raft consensus
algorithm. Included in that, is the migration of the oracle towards a layer 2
solution which is able to do off chain transactions to speed up the process of
swapping orders. We aim to backport and contribute our Stronghold-basedd
SR25519 cryptographic security solution for easy integration as a feature within
subxt.6 The TIDEFI Exchange will be made available as a mobile applica-
tion for iOS and Android, further expanding its potential user base and utility.
Furthermore, additional governance features will be added to the application to
democratize and make easy decision making on Tidechain. The TIDEFI App
will feature advanced analytics and be prepared to support neural networks and
alogrithm-based trading in the future.

5.1 Building an Ecosystem

As a community owned and governed financial infrastructure, the ideas pre-
sented here are the fertile ground for future ecosystem growth, facilitated
by the Tide Labs Foundation to make trading in the TIDEFI ecosystem easy,
secure and profitable to as many people as possible going forward and support
the wider Web-3 and open-source ecosystems. We invite everyone to join us on
this journey.

6https://github.com/paritytech/subxt
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